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First-principles calculations of hot-electron lifetimes in metals
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First-principles calculations of the inelastic lifetime of low-energy electrons in Al, Mg, Be, and Cu are
reported. Quasiparticle damping rates are evaluated from the knowledge of the electron self-energy, which we
compute within theGW approximation of many-body theory. Inelastic lifetimes are then obtained along
various directions of the electron wave vector, with full inclusion of the band structure of the solid. Average
lifetimes are also reported, as a function of the electron energy. In Al and Mg, splitting of the band structure
over the Fermi level yields electron lifetimes that are smaller than those of electrons in a free-electron gas.
Larger lifetimes are found in Be, as a result of the characteristic dip that this material presents in the density
of states near the Fermi level. In Cu, a major contribution fromd electrons participating in the screening of
electron-electron interactions yields electron lifetimes that are well above those of electrons in a free-electron
gas with the electron density equal to that of valence (4s1) electrons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Low-energy excited electrons in metals, with energ
larger than;0.5 eV above the Fermi energy, experien
strong electron-electron (e-e) scattering processes. Althoug
inelastic lifetimes of these so-called hot electrons have b
investigated for many years on the basis of the free-elect
gas~FEG! model of the solid,1–10 time-resolved two-photon
photoemission~TR-2PPE! experiments have shown the ke
role that band-structure effects may play in the dec
mechanism.11–20 First-principles calculations of hot-electro
lifetimes that fully include the band structure of the so
have been reported only very recently for aluminum a
copper.21,22 These calculations21 show that actual lifetimes
are the result of a delicate balance between localization, d
sity of states, screening, and Fermi-surface topology, eve
the case of a free-electron-like metal such as aluminum.
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~20!/13484~9!/$15.00
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In this paper, we report first-principles calculations of i
elastic lifetimes of excited electrons in a variety of real m
als. We start with free-electron-like trivalent~Al ! and diva-
lent ~Mg! metals, and then focus on divalent Be and the r
that d electrons play in a noble metal like Cu. First, w
expand the one-electron Bloch states in a plane-wave b
and solve the Kohn-Sham equation of density-functio
theory23 ~DFT! by invoking the local-density approximatio
~LDA ! for exchange and correlation~XC!. The electron-ion
interaction is described by means of nonlocal, nor
conserving ionic pseudopotentials, and we use the o
electron Bloch states to evaluate the screened Coulomb
teraction in the random-phase approximation~RPA!.24 We
finally evaluate the lifetime of an excited Bloch state fro
the knowledge of the imaginary part of the electron se
energy, which we compute within theGW approximation of
many-body theory.25 Our calculations indicate that scatterin
13 484 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 61 13 485FIRST-PRINCIPLES CALCULATIONS OF HOT- . . .
rates may strongly depend, for a given electron energy
the direction of the wave vector of the initial state. Als
average lifetimes, as obtained by averaging over all w
vectors and bands with the same energy, are found to de
considerably from those derived for a FEG.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Expli
expressions for the electron decay rate in periodic crys
are derived in Sec. II, within theGW approximation of
many-body theory. Calculated inelastic lifetimes of hot ele
trons in Al, Mg, Be, and Cu are presented in Sec. III, and
conclusions are given in Sec. IV. Atomic units are us
throughout, i.e.,e25\5me51.

II. THEORY

Take an inhomogeneous electron system. In the fra
work of many-body theory,24 the damping ratet i

21 of an
excited electron in the statef i(r ) with energyEi is obtained
from the knowledge of the imaginary part of the electr
self-energy,S(r ,r 8;Ei), as

t i
21522E drE dr 8f i* ~r !Im S~r ,r 8;Ei !f i~r 8!. ~1!

In the GW approximation,25 one considers only the first
order term in a series expansion of the self-energy in te
of the screened Coulomb interaction:

S~r ,r 8;Ei !5
i

2pE dEG~r ,r 8;Ei2E!W~r ,r 8;E!, ~2!

where G(r ,r 8;Ei2E) represents the one-particle Gre
function andW(r ,r 8;E) is the time-ordered screened Co
lomb interaction. After replacing the Green function~G! by
the zero-order approximation (G0), the imaginary part of the
self-energy can be evaluated explicitly:

Im S~r ,r 8;Ei !5(
f

f f* ~r 8!Im W~r ,r 8;v!f f~r !, ~3!

wherev5Ei2Ef represents the energy transfer, the sum
extended over a complete set of final statesf f(r ) with en-
ergy Ef (EF<Ef<Ei), EF is the Fermi energy, and

W~r ,r 8;v!5v~r2r 8!1E dr1E dr2v~r2r1!

3x~r1 ,r2 ;v!v~r22r 8!. ~4!

Here,v(r2r 8) represents the bare Coulomb interaction, a
x(r ,r 8;v) is the density-density correlation function of th
solid.

In the framework of time-dependent density-function
theory,26,27 the density-density correlation function satisfi
the integral equation

x~r ,r 8;v!5x0~r ,r 8;v!1E dr1E dr2x0~r ,r1 ;v!

3@v~r12r2!1Kxc~r1 ,r2 ;v!#x~r2 ,r 8;v!,

~5!

wherex0(r ,r 8;v) is the density-density correlation functio
of noninteracting Kohn-Sham electrons, as described by
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solutions of the time-dependent counterpart of the Ko
Sham equation. In usual practice, these amplitudes are
proximated by standard LDA wave functions. The kern
Kxc(r1 ,r2 ;v), which accounts for the reduction in thee-e
interaction due to the existence of short-range XC effects
obtained from the knowledge of the XC energy functional.
the RPA, this kernel is taken to be zero.

For periodic crystals, one may introduce the followin
Fourier expansion for the screened interaction of Eq.~4!:

W~r ,r 8;v!5
1

V (
q

BZ

(
G,G8

ei (q1G)•re2 i(q1G8)•r8

3vG~q!eG,G8
21

~q,v!, ~6!

where the first sum is extended over the first Brillouin zo
~BZ!, G andG8 are reciprocal lattice vectors,V is the nor-
malization volume,vG(q) represents the Fourier coefficien
of the bare Coulomb interaction, andeG,G8

21 (q,v) are the
Fourier coefficients of the inverse dielectric function,

eG,G8
21

~q,v!5dG,G81xG,G8~q,v!vG8~q!. ~7!

Within RPA,

eG,G8~q,v!5dG,G82xG,G8
0

~q,v!vG8~q!, ~8!

wherexG,G8
0 (q,v) are the Fourier coefficients of the densit

density correlation function of noninteracting Kohn-Sha
electrons~see, e.g., Ref. 28!.

After introduction of the Fourier representation of Eq.~6!
into Eq.~3!, and in the limit that the volume of the systemV
becomes infinite, one finds the following expression for t
damping rate of an electron in the statefk,ni

(r ) with energy

Ek,ni
:

t i
215

1

p2 (
f
E

BZ
dq (

G,G8

Bi f* ~q1G!Bi f ~q1G8!

uq1Gu2

3Im@2eG,G8
21

~q,v!#, ~9!

wherev5Ek,ni
2Ek2q,nf

and

Bi f ~q1G!5E dr fk,ni
* ~r !ei (q1G)•rfk2q,nf

~r !. ~10!

Couplings of the wave vectorq1G to wave vectorsq
1G8 with GÞG8 appear as a consequence of the existe
of electron-density variations in real solids. If these term
representing the so-called crystalline local-field effects,
neglected, one can write

t i
215

1

p2 (
f
E

BZ
dq(

G

uBi f ~q1G!u2

uq1Gu2
Im@eG,G~q,v!#

ueG,G~q,v!u2
.

~11!

Within RPA, Eq.~8! yields
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13 486 PRB 61I. CAMPILLO et al.
Im@eG,G~q,v!#5
2pvG~q!

V (
k

BZ

(
n,n8

~ f k,n2 f k1q,n8!

3 z^fk,nue2 i(q1G)•rufk1q,n8& z2

3d~v2Ek1q,n81Ek,n!. ~12!

Hence, the imaginary part ofeG,G(q,v) represents a measur
of the number of states available for real transitions invo
ing a given momentum and energy transferq1G and v,
respectively, which is renormalized by the coupling betwe
initial and final states. The factorueG,G(q,v)u22 in Eq. ~11!
accounts for the screening in the interaction with the pro
electron. Initial and final states of the probe electron en
through the coefficientsBi f (q1G).

If all one-electron Bloch states entering both the coe
cients Bi f (q1G) and the dielectric functioneG,G8(q,v)
were represented by plane waves, then Eqs.~9! and ~11!
would exactly coincide with theGW scattering rate of ex-
cited electrons in a FEG, as obtained by Quinn and Ferr1

and by Ritchie.2 For hot electrons with energies very near t
Fermi level (Ei'EF) this result yields, in the high-densit
limit ( r s!1),29 the well-known formula of Quinn and
Ferrell,1

t i
QF5263r s

25/2~Ei2EF!22 eV2 fs. ~13!

For a detailed discussion of the range of validity of this a
proach, see Ref. 28.

We note that the decayt i
21 of hot electrons in periodic

crystals depends on both the wave vectork and the band
index ni of the initial Bloch state. Nevertheless, we also d
fine t21(E), as the average oft21(k,n) over all wave vec-
tors and bands lying with the same energy in the irreduc
wedge of the Brillouin zone~IBZ!. Decay rates of hot elec
trons lying outside the IBZ are considered by simply us
the symmetry propertyt21(Sk,n)5t21(k,n), whereS rep-
resents an operator of the point group of the crystal.

For the evaluation of the polarizabilityxG,G8
0 (q,v) and

the coefficientsBi f (q1G), Eq. ~10!, we use the self-
consistent LDA eigenfunctions of the one-electron Koh
Sham Hamiltonian of DFT, which we first expand in a plan
wave basis,

fk,n~r !5
1

AV
(
G

uk,n~G!ei (k1G)•r. ~14!

The electron-ion interaction is described by means of non
cal, norm-conserving ionic pseudopotentials,30,31and the XC
potential is obtained in the LDA with use of th
Perdew-Zunger32 parametrization of the XC energy of Cep
erley and Alder.33

Well-converged results have been found with the int
duction in Eq.~14! of kinetic-energy cutoffs of 12, 6, and 2
Ry for Al, Mg, and Be, respectively. In the case of Cu,
4s1 and 3d10 Bloch states have been kept as valence e
trons in the pseudopotential generation, and an energy cu
as large as 75 Ry has been required, thereby keeping;900
plane waves in the expansion of Eq.~14!. Though all-
electron schemes, such as the full-potential linearized a
mented plane-wave method,34 are expected to be bette
suited for the description of the response of localizedd elec-
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trons, the plane-wave pseudopotential approach has alr
been successfully incorporated in the description of the
namical response of copper.35

Samplings over the BZ required for the evaluation
both the dielectric matrix and the hot-electron dec
rate have been performed on Monkhorst-Pack meshe36

20320320 for Al, 24324310 for Mg, 24324316 for Be,
and 16316316 for Cu. For hot-electron energies und
study (E2EF;0.524.0 eV), the inclusion of up to 40
bands has been required, and the sum in Eq.~11! has been
extended over 15G vectors of the reciprocal lattice, the mag
nitude of the maximum momentum transferq1G being well
over the upper limit of;2qF (qF is the Fermi momentum!.
For the evaluation of hot-electron lifetimes from Eq.~9!,
with full inclusion of crystalline local-field effects, dielectri
matrices as large as 40340 have been considered.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Aluminum

Due to the free-electron-like nature of the energy bands
face-centered-cubic aluminum~see Fig. 1!, a simple metal
with no d bands, the impact of the band structure on t
electronic excitations had been presumed for many year
be small. However, x-ray measurements37,38and careful first-
principles calculations of the dynamical density response
this material39,40 have shown that band-structure effects ca
not be neglected. Full band-structure calculations of the e
tronic stopping power of Al for slow ions have shown th
the energy loss is;7% larger than that of a FEG.41 Our
present calculations indicate that actual hot-electron lifetim
in Al are ;35% smaller than those of electrons in a FEG

Our ab initio GW-RPA calculation of the average lifetim
t(E) of hot electrons in Al, as obtained from Eq.~9! with
full inclusion of crystalline local-field effects, is presented
Fig. 2 by solid circles. TheGW-RPA lifetime of hot elec-
trons in a FEG with the electron density equal to that
valence electrons in Al (r s52.07) is exhibited in the same
figure, by a solid line. Our calculations indicate that the lif
time of hot electrons in Al is, within RPA, smaller than th
of electrons in a FEG withr s52.07 by a factor of;0.65.
We have performed band-structure calculations of Eq.~9!
with and without@see also Eq.~11!# the inclusion of crystal-
line local-field corrections, and have found that these corr

FIG. 1. Calculated band structure of Al along certain symme
directions.
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tions are negligible for electron energies under study. Thi
an expected result, since Al crystal does not present str
density gradients nor special electron density directi
~bondings!.

In order to understand the origin of band-structure effe
on hot-electron lifetimes in Al, we first focus on the role th
the band structure plays in the creation of electron-h
(e-h) pairs. Hence, we evaluate hot-electron lifetimes fro
either Eq.~9! or Eq.~11! by replacing the electron initial an
final states inuBi f (q1G)u2 by plane waves~plane-wave cal-
culation!. The result we obtain with full inclusion of the ban
structure of the crystal in the evaluation of ImeG,G8

21 (q,v) is
represented in Fig. 2 by open triangles. Due to splitting
the band structure over the Fermi level, new channels
opened fore-h pair production, and band-structure effec
tend, therefore, to decrease the lifetime of very-low-ene
electrons by;5%, as in the case of slow ions.41

In the case of moving ions, differences between act
decay rates and those obtained in a FEG only enter thro
the so-called energy-loss matrix, Im@2eG,G8

21 (q,v)#. How-
ever, hot-electron decay rates are also sensitive to the a
initial and final states entering the coefficientsBi f (q1G).
Differences between our full~solid circles! and plane-wave
~open triangles! calculations come from this sensitivity o
hot-electron initial and final states on the band structure
the crystal, showing that the splitting of the band struct
over the Fermi level now plays a major role in lowering t
hot-electron lifetime.

Scaled lifetimes,t(E)3(E2EF)2, of hot electrons in Al,
as obtained from our full band-structure calculation~solid
circles! and from the FEG model withr s52.07 ~solid line!,

FIG. 2. Hot-electron lifetimes in Al. Solid circles represent o
full ab initio calculation of t(E), as obtained after averagin
t(k,ni) of either Eq.~9! or Eq.~11! over wave vectors and over th
band structure for eachk. The solid line represents the lifetime o
hot electrons in a FEG withr s52.07, as obtained within the ful
GW-RPA. Open triangles represent the result obtained from
~11! by replacing hot-electron initial and final states inuBi f (q
1Gu2 by plane waves, but with full inclusion of the band structu
in the evaluation of Im@2eG,G

21 (q,v)#. Dotted and long-dashed
lines represent the lifetime of hot electrons in bandsZ1 and Z4,
respectively, with the wave vector along theWX direction. The
inset exhibits scaled lifetimes of hot electrons in Al. Solid circl
and the solid line represent band-structure and FEG calculati
respectively, both withinGW-RPA. The dashed line represents t
prediction of Eq.~13!.
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are represented in the inset of Fig. 2. In the limitE→EF , the
available phase space for real transitions is simplyE2EF ,
which yields the (E2EF)22 quadratic scaling of very-low-
electron energies in a FEG, as predicted by Eq.~13! ~dashed
line!.42 However, as the energy increases, momentum
energy conservation prevents the available phase space
being as large asE2EF , and the lifetime of electrons in a
FEG depart, therefore, from the (E2EF)22 scaling. For en-
ergies under study, band-structure effects in Al are found
be nearly energy independent; hence, our calculated lifeti
are found to approximately scale as in the case of electr
in a FEG, and they slightly depart, therefore, from theE
2EF)22 scaling. The agreement atE2EF;3 eV between
actual lifetimes and those predicted by Eq.~13! is simply due
to the nearly thorough compensation, at these energies
tween the departure of this formula from full free-electro
gas RPA calculations and band-structure effects.

Although the energy bands of Al show an overall simila
ity with the fcc free-electron band structure, in the vicinity
theW point there are large differences between the two ca
~see Fig. 1!. At this point, the free-electron parabola opens
energy gap around the Fermi level and splits along theWX
direction into two bands (Z1 andZ4) with energies over the
Fermi level. We have calculated lifetimes of hot electrons
these bands, with the wave vector along theWX direction.
The results of these calculations are exhibited in Fig. 2, a
function of energy, by dotted (Z1) and long-dashed lines
(Z4). Although hot electrons in theZ1 band have one more
channel available to decay along theWX direction, the band
gap at theW point around the Fermi level results in ho
electrons living longer on theZ1 than on theZ4 band. When
the hot-electron energy is well above the Fermi levelE
2EF.4 eV), bothZ1 andZ4 lifetimes nearly coincide with
the average values represented by solid circles. We h
evaluated hot-electron lifetimes along other directions of
wave vector, and have found that differences between th
results and average lifetimes are not larger than those
tained along theWX direction. This is in disagreement wit
the calculations reported by Scho¨neet al.22 In particular, the
bending of the hot-electron lifetime along theWL direction
at ;1 eV reported in Ref. 22 is not present in our calcu
tions. The origin of this discrepancy is the crossing near
Fermi level between bandsQ1 andQ2 along theWL direc-
tion reported in Ref. 22. This crossing is absent in t
present~see Fig. 1! and previous30,43–45self-consistent band

q.

s,

FIG. 3. Calculated band structure of Mg along certain symme
directions.
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13 488 PRB 61I. CAMPILLO et al.
structure calculations, which all show that at theW point of
the Al band structure the levelW28 is belowW1.

B. Magnesium

In Fig. 3 we show the band structure of hexagonal clos
packed~hcp! magnesium. There is a close resemblance
energiesE,EF between this band structure and that of fr
electrons, though the free-electron parabola now splits n
the Fermi level along certain symmetry directions. As a
sult, the energy-loss function, Im@2eG,G8

21 (q,v)#, of this ma-
terial is approximately well described within a free-electr
model, and band-structure effects on hot-electron lifetim
enter mainly, as in the case of Al, through the sensitivity
hot-electron initial and final states on the band structure
the crystal.

Our ab initio calculation of the average lifetimet(E) of
hot electrons in Mg, as obtained from Eq.~9! with full in-
clusion of crystalline local-field effects, is presented in Fig
by solid circles, together with the lifetime of hot electrons
a FEG with the electron density equal to that of valen
electrons in Mg (r s52.66). As in the case of Al, we hav
found that local-field corrections are negligible for electr
energies under study.

Scaled lifetimes of hot electrons in Mg, as obtained fro
our full band-structure calculations~solid circles! and from
the FEG model withr s52.66 ~solid line!, are represented in
the inset of Fig. 4. We note that actual lifetimes in this m
terial scale with energy approximately as in the case of e
trons in a FEG, thereby slightly deviating from the (E
2EF)22 scaling predicted by Eq.~13! ~dashed line!. Be-
cause of splitting of the band structure over the Fermi le
new decay channels are opened, not present in the case
FEG, and band-structure effects tend, therefore, to decr
the lifetime of hot electrons in Mg by a factor of;0.75.
Since the splitting of the band structure of Mg is not
pronounced as that of Al, the departure of actual lifetim
from those of electrons in a FEG is found to be smaller
Mg than in Al.

C. Beryllium

Among the so-called simple metals, with nod bands, be-
ryllium presents distinctive features in that its band struct

FIG. 4. Hot-electron lifetimes in Mg. As in Fig. 2 withr s

52.66.
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~see Fig. 5! exhibits the largest departure from free-electr
behavior. Both Be and Mg have hcp crystal structure and
conduction electrons per atom. Nevertheless, the electr
structure of Be is qualitatively different from that of Mg, th
Be band gaps at pointsG, H, andL being much larger than
those in Mg. Also, the Be band gaps are located on b
sides of the Fermi level, and the density of states~DOS! of
this material falls to a sharp minimum near the Fermi lev

Our band-structure calculation of the average lifetim
t(E) of hot electrons in Be is shown in Fig. 6 by soli
circles, as obtained from Eq.~9!. The lifetime of hot elec-
trons in a FEG with the electron density equal to that
valence electrons in Be (r s51.87) is represented in the sam
figure by a solid line. In the inset, the corresponding sca
calculations are plotted, together with the results obtain
from Eq. ~13! ~dashed line!. It can be seen that large devia
tions from the FEG calculation occur for electron energ
near the Fermi level (E2EF,3 eV), especially atE2EF
;1.4 and 1.8 eV where the presence of band gaps at poinG
andL plays a key role. We note that the deep departure fr
free-electron behavior of the beryllium DOS near the Fer
level tends to increase the inelastic lifetime of all excit
Bloch states. Furthermore, actual lifetimes strongly devi
from the;(E2EF)22 scaling predicted within Fermi-liquid
theory. This deviation comes from the contribution to t
average lifetime due to Bloch states near the pointsG andL
with energies close to the energy gap.

FIG. 5. Calculated band structure of Be along certain symme
directions.

FIG. 6. Hot-electron lifetimes in Be. As in Fig. 2 withr s

51.87.
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At the G point, the free-electron parabola opens a w
energy gap around the Fermi level and splits along theGK
and GM directions into two bands,T2 /T4 and S1 /S3, re-
spectively. The results of our calculated lifetimes of hot el
trons in bandsT2 andT4, with the wave vector along theGK
direction, are plotted in Fig. 7 by short-dashed and lo
dashed lines, respectively. For comparison, the average
time of hot electrons in real beryllium and in a FEG wi
r s51.87 are also plotted in this figure by solid circles and
a solid line, respectively. At very-low electron energiesE
2EF,1 eV), interband transitions yield lifetimes of ho
electrons in theT2 band that are below those of electrons
a FEG, as in the case of Al and Mg. However, at high
energies the coupling with lower-lying flat bands becom
small, and lifetimes of electrons in this (T2) band are found
to be above the FEG prediction. Lifetimes of hot electrons
the T4 band are also, at very-low electron energies (E2EF
,1.4 eV), below those of electrons in a FEG. Neverthele
at energies of;1.4 eV the presence of the band gap atG
yields very long lifetimes, especially at the levelG4

2 .
We have calculated hot-electron lifetimes in bandsS1 and

S3, with the wave vector along theGM direction, and have
found results that are similar to those obtained for electr
in bandsT2 andT4. Calculations of the lifetime of hot elec
trons in theD2 band, with the wave vector along theGA
direction, are also shown in Fig. 7~dotted line!. Though this
is not a flat band, the presence of the gap at theG point near
the Fermi level results in hot electrons close to the levelG4

2

living much longer than in the case of a FEG. The combin
contribution from hot electrons in bandsT4 , S1, andD2 is
the origin of the enhanced average lifetime~solid circles! at
E2EF;1.4 eV, which corresponds to the energy of t
level G4

2 at theG point.
A wide band gap is also opened at theL point, which

originates the enhanced average lifetime atE2EF
;1.8 eV. Hence, we have plotted in Fig. 8 the results of
calculated lifetimes of hot electrons in theS1 band, with the
wave vector along theLH direction ~dotted line!, together

FIG. 7. Hot-electron lifetimes in Be. Solid circles and the so
line represent the same quantities as in Fig. 6. Short-dashed
long-dashed lines represent the lifetime of hot electrons in bandT2

andT4, respectively, with the wave vector along theGK direction.
The dotted line represents the lifetime of hot electrons in theD2

band along theGA direction. The open square is located at t
energy of the levelG4

2 , showing the beginning and the end of th
D2 andT4 bands, respectively.
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with the average lifetime of hot electrons in real Be~solid
circles! and in a FEG withr s51.87 ~solid line!. As in the
case of hot electrons in bandsT4 andS1, the presence of the
band gap at theL point yields a very long average lifetime
but now atE2EF;1.8 eV. A similar behavior is obtained
near theL point for electrons in theR1R3 band along theLA
direction, and both bandsS1 andR1R3 contribute to the en-
hanced average lifetime atE2EF;1.8 eV. In Fig. 8 we
have also represented calculations of the lifetime of hot e
trons in theS18 band along theHA direction~dashed line!. At
low energies (E2EF,2 eV), the presence of the gap at th
H point leads to hot-electron lifetimes along theHA direc-
tion that are longer than those of electrons in a FEG,
departure from free-electron behavior at theH point is not as
pronounced as at theG or L points. At higher energies, th
S18 band shows great similarity with the corresponding h
free-electron band, and lifetimes nearly coincide, therefo
with those obtained within the FEG model.

D. Copper

Copper, the most widely studied metal by TR-2PPE, i
noble metal with entirely filled 3d-like bands. In Fig. 9 we
show the energy bands of this fcc crystal. We see a profo
difference between the band structure of Cu and that of

nd
FIG. 8. Hot-electron lifetimes in Be. Solid circles and the so

line represent the same quantities as in Fig. 6. Dotted and da
lines represent the lifetime of hot electrons in bandsS1 and S18 ,
respectively, with the wave vector along theLH andHA directions.
Open squares are located at the energy of the levelsL1 andH1.

FIG. 9. Calculated band structure of Cu along certain symme
directions.
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electrons. Slightly below the Fermi level, atE2EF;2 eV,
we haved bands capable of holding 10 electrons per ato
the one remaining electron being in a free-electron-like b
below and above thed bands. Hence, a combined descripti
of both delocalized 4s1 and localized 3d10 electrons is
needed to address the actual electronic response of this
terial. The results presented below have been found by k
ing all 4s1 and 3d10 Bloch states as valence electrons in t
pseudopotential generation.

Band-structureGW-RPA calculations of the average life
time t(E) of hot electrons in Cu are exhibited in Fig. 10 b
solid circles, as obtained from Eq.~9! with full inclusion of
crystalline local-field effects. The lifetime of hot electrons
a FEG with the electron density equal to that of 4s1 electrons
in Cu (r s52.67) is represented by a solid line. These cal
lations indicate that the lifetime of hot electrons in Cu
within RPA, larger than that of electrons in a FEG withr s

52.67, this enhancement varying from a factor of;2.5 near
the Fermi level (E2EF51.0 eV) to a factor of;1.5 for E
2EF53.5 eV. In order to investigate the role that localiz
d bands play in the decay mechanism of hot electrons,
have also used anab initio pseudopotential with the 3d shell
assigned to the core. The result of this calculation, displa
in Fig. 10 by a dotted line, shows that it nearly coincid
with the FEG calculation; thus,d-band states play a key rol
in the hot-electron decay.

We have performed band-structure calculations of Eq.~9!
with and without@see also Eq.~11!# the inclusion of crystal-
line local-field corrections, and have found that these corr
tions are negligible forE2EF.1.5 eV, while for energies
very near the Fermi level, neglecting these corrections res
in an overestimation of the lifetime of less than 5%. The
fore, differences between our full band-structure calculati
~solid circles! and FEG calculations~solid line! come from
the actual density of states~DOS! available for real excita-
tions, localization, additional screening, and Fermi-surfa
topology.

FIG. 10. Hot-electron lifetimes in Cu as in Fig. 2 withr s

52.67. The dashed line represents the result of replacing all
electron Bloch states by plane waves~FEG calculation! but keeping
in Eq. ~12! the actual number of states available for real transitio
~Ref. 46!. The dotted line represents our fullab initio calculation of
t(E), as obtained after averagingt(k,ni) of Eq. ~9! over wave
vectors and over the band structure for eachk, but with the 3d shell
assigned to the core in the pseudopotential generation.
,
d
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e
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c-
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-
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First of all, we focus on the role that both DOS and co
pling between Bloch states participating in the creation
e-h pairs, i.e., localization@see Eq.~12!# play in the hot-
electron decay mechanism. Hence, we neglect crysta
local-field effects and present the result of evaluating h
electron lifetimes from Eq.~11! by replacing initial and final
states inuBi f (q1G)u2 by plane waves and the dielectr
function in ueG,G(q,v)u22 by that of a FEG withr s52.67. If
we further replaced Im@eG,G(q,v)# by that of a FEG, then
we would obtain the FEG calculation represented by a s
line. The impact of the actual DOS below the Fermi lev
may be described by simply replacing the one-electron Bl
states in Eq.~12! by plane waves but keeping the actu
number of states available for real excitations. The resul
this calculation46 is represented in Fig. 10 by a dashed lin
This result is very close to that reported by Ogawaet al.,13

though these authors approximated the FEG dielectric fu
tion in ueG,G(q,v)u22 within the static Thomas-Ferm
model.

It is clear from Fig. 10 that the actual DOS available f
real transitions yields lifetimes that are shorter than th
obtained in a FEG model, especially forE2EF.2 eV due
to opening of thed-band scattering channel dominating th
DOS with energies;2 eV. However, if one takes into ac
count, within a full description of the band structure of th
crystal in the evaluation of Im@eG,G(q,v)#, the actual cou-
pling between initial and final states avaliable for real tra
sitions, then one obtains hot-electron lifetimes which lie,
very-low electron energies (E2EF,2.5 eV), just above the
FEG curve~see open circles in Fig. 1 of Ref. 21!. This en-
hancement of the lifetime, even at energies below the op
ing of the d-band scattering channel, is due to the fact th
states just below the Fermi level have a small but signific
d component, thus being more localized than puresp states.

The combined effect of DOS and localization, which e
ters through the imaginary part of the dielectric mat
Im@eG,G8(q,v)#, increases the lifetime of hot electrons wi
energiesE2EF,2.5 eV ~see open circles in Fig. 1 of Re
21!. As for the departure of hot-electron initial and fin
states from free-electron behavior, entering through the
efficients Bi f (q1G), we have found that it yields hot
electron lifetimes that are strongly directional depende
with Fermi surface shape effects tending to decrease the
erage inelastic lifetime of very-low-energy electrons (E
2EF,2.5 eV) ~see Ref. 21!. Furthermore, the combined e
fect of DOS and localization, on the one hand, and Fer
surface shape effects, on the other hand, nearly compen
Consequently, large differences between hot-electron l
times in real Cu and in a FEG withr s52.67, are mainly due
to a major contribution fromd electrons participating in the
screening of electron-electron interactions, which is
counted for by the factorueG,G(q,v)u22 in Eq. ~11!.

The Fermi surface of Cu is greatly flattened in certa
regions, showing a pronounced neck in the directionGL.
Thus, the isotropy of hot-electron lifetimes in a FEG disa
pears in this material. While flattening of the Fermi surfa
along theGK direction is found to decrease the hot-electr
lifetime by a factor that varies from;15% near the Ferm
level (E2EF51 eV) to ;5% for E2EF53.5 eV ~see also
Ref. 47!, the lifetime of hot electrons with the wave vecto
along the necks of the Fermi surface, in theGL direction, is

e-

s
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found to be much longer than the average lifetime. We h
calculated hot-electron lifetimes in theL1 band, with the
wave vector along theGL direction, and have found the life
time of hot electrons at theL1 level with E2EF54.2 eV to
be longer than the average lifetime at this energy by;80%.

A comparison between our calculated hot-electron li
times in Cu and those determined from most recent TR-2P
experiments was presented in Ref. 21. AtE2EF,2 eV, our
calculations are close to lifetimes recently measured
Knoeselet al. in the very-low energy range.16 At larger elec-
tron energies, good agreement between our band-struc
calculations and experiment is obtained for Cu~110!,13 the
only surface with no band gap in theki50 direction.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented fullGW-RPA band-structure calcula
tions of the inelastic lifetime of hot electrons in Al, Mg, Be
and Cu, and have demonstrated that decay rates of
energy excited electrons strongly depend on the details o
electronic band structure. Though the dependence of
electron lifetimes in Al and Mg on the direction of the wav
vector has been found not to be large, in the case of Be
Cu hot-electron lifetimes have been found to be stron
directional dependent. Furthermore, very long lifetimes
certain points of the BZ in Be yield average lifetimes in th
material that strongly deviate from the;(E2EF)22 scaling
predicted within Fermi-liquid theory.

As far as band-structure effects on hot-electron ener
and wave functions are concerned, we have found that b
J

.
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-
E

y

re

w-
he
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nd
y
t

s
th

splitting of the band structure and the presence of band g
over the Fermi level play an important role in thee-e decay
mechanism. In Al and Mg, splitting of the band structure
found to yield electron lifetimes that are smaller than tho
of electrons in a FEG. On the other hand, large deviation
the band structure of Be along certain symmetry directio
from the free-electron model near the Fermi level result i
strong directional dependence of hot-electron lifetimes
this material.

As for the presence of band-structure effects on the c
ation of e-h pairs, there are contributions from the actu
DOS available for real transitions, from localization, i.e., t
actual coupling between electron and hole states, and f
screening. The combined effect of DOS and localization
found not to be large, even in the case of a noble metal
Cu with d bands. However, large differences between h
electron lifetimes in Cu and in a FEG with the electron de
sity equal to that of valence (4s1) electrons are found to be
due to a major contribution fromd electrons participating in
the screening ofe-e interactions.

Crystalline local-field corrections in these materials ha
been found to be small for hot-electron energies under stu
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